Cleaning & Maintenance

Industrial Fast Cleaner

WIKO Industrial Fast Cleaner is a high-performance cleaner based on hydrocarbon solvents, alcohols and ether solvents. The cleaning agent contains more than 90% active ingredients and is the perfect solution for most cleaning procedures in industry, workshops, and households.

Trading units  Item no.:
400 ml canAISR.D400

Application Areas

• Cleaning of disc brakes and brake parts (brake blocks, brake plates and brake pads)
• Can be used as degreaser and cleaner for glass, ceramics and metals in all industrial plants, workshops, and in the household.
• Pre-treatment of surfaces for painting or priming as well as to remove silicone residues on metals

Characteristics

• Leaves no film behind, therefore, absolutely stainless
• Evaporates quickly – therefore, the product does not corrode rubber or sleeves if these materials are only shortly exposed to product.
• Non-corrosive
• Removes traces of moisture on metal surfaces

Instructions

Shake the aerosol can intensively before the application and perform a test spraying. Spray the designated parts crosswise from a distance of 20 to 30 cm until dirt and grease have been washed off or spray the parts and wipe of the liquid with a clean cloth. Repeat the cleaning procedure, if necessary. Do not spray plastic parts or surfaces coated with paint.

The information contained in this data sheet, especially the suggestions for processing and application of products, is based on our experience and newest expertise. Due to the facts that materials can be very diverse and that we have no influence on the working conditions, we recommend to perform sufficient tests to validate the compatibility of the products. Our company shall neither be held liable for this information nor for a verbal or written consultation. Additionally, please consider the information of our safety data sheets.
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